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Considerations to keep in mind when using a such a system: Start by booting a Ubuntu VM that has
Scalar Virtual Box installed and run the following command: 1. LTO-684MB -
https://scalar.io/products/ltor/overland/redit/mz-tl-ltolto-6-84gb?tab=2 2. iSCSI ->
https://scalar.io/products/tape/redit/iscsi/mz-ct-iscsi-32gb?tab=1 3. XFS
https://scalar.io/products/tape/redit/reditus-fst-36gb?tab=1 We also recommend configuring iLayers
Cloud API to enable a 24/7 alert system to allow administrators to be notified of any potential issues.
Note: you need to login as the central admin user which has “admin” authority granted in the Python
endpoints to access the Cloud APIs, so you’ll need to login to the Cloud with this in mind. This is
needed as iLayer transparently scales up with new tape library systems. Download and run the
following command to provision the tape library to be used for that deployment. The Data Creation
Mode is set to “Top” which tells the system to create the data on the disk area. The problem - I
wanted to play with the backup and recovery functionality with Veeam, but I wasnt using any actual
physical Veeam tape libraries! All of my tools used for this testing - hps, mhVTL, and Veeam - all
have built in admin password features, so I never had to worry about actually putting the tape drives
in the tape library. I wrote a simple script in Python to pop open the GUI for each of those tools and
then enter an admin password I had generated, allowing me to start the backup job, load the
software on my physical kit, and then immediately run a recovery job.
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From here you can choose the tape library library in which to store backups and configure the
physical and logical volumes that make up the library. By default, there is only one volume, which is
considered as the data source and backup target. If you have two or more volumes, you will be able
to choose where to store backups based on which volumes they are related to. This also means that

you can have two different volumes for, say, data backups and another for archive and recovery.
Click Next to go to the next screen where we choose the number of drives that we require. We can

also choose whether the tape library is to be thin or thick provisioned, here I have left it at thick and
let mhVTL pick up the operating system defaults, which if I were using the appliance in a real lab

would be Windows Server 2012. Veeam uses the locally mounted SMB share as the tape library for
backup operations. For backup it mounts the iSCSI tape drive on the VM to the shared folder

/media/smb/VSAT01/VeeamBackup/Backup. Open a browser and navigate to this local folder to
check the device is working: Well, great, it looks like we have a successful backup of our VM, now

lets check that its working in recovery mode. We can do this by adding a second disk to the VM and
restoring the VHDX file that was backed up from the first disk. Veeam likes to call these operations

Incremental Backups and Incremental Restore operations. Once the operation has been performed it
will automatically re-create the VHDX file and copy the VMs files into the new, larger, disk. If the

backup was successful it will then update the appliance admin password. 5ec8ef588b
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